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HIGHER HOPES FOR THE      

FUTURE ? 

Certainly, we owe every parent a degree of thanks for this school 

year: whether it be those who volunteered to run the COVID 

testing; those PTFA members who kept the flag flying amidst 

closure; those who bit their tongue with every COVID isolation; 

and those who kept their heads and their child in school even 

when infection rates were soaring. Ideally, school is the best 

place for children to be as learning will surely outlive the COVID 

lockdowns. 

What is more there is hope for the future. The vaccination rates 

are high,  restrictions seem to be easing, parents are getting back 

to work or into new work as the economy gradually recovers, and 

exam cohorts are still getting the chance to make their way to 

their next stage in life. 

We’re looking forward to 2021-2022 with higher hopes and are 

planning for a year full of the experiences which help our children 

to grow - lessons, trips, visits, and more. Everything crossed for 

the new school year !  
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10/8 - Sixth Form Results 

Day  

12/6 - Y11 Results Day 

1/9 INSET Day & Sixth Form 
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HOLIDAY DATES  

Half Term - 25 October to 29 October 

Christmas Holiday  -  20 December to 4 January 
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Headteacher’s Address 
 

The Summer Term began to remind us what ‘normality’ looked like 
as, despite a surging COVID rates in the final couple of weeks, there 
were glimmers of hope in terms of school life. Certainly, there re-
mained a lot of uncertainty, but there was also a fair amount of hope 
for the next academic year. 

Sure, a staggered Sports Day lacked the baying partisanship of a full-
on whole-House battle, the Prom and Year 13 Leavers Meal bit the 
dust, and the traditional Year 9 trip to Chateau Beaumont didn’t 
even get out of the car-park, let alone reach foreign shores. Even so, 
Rewards Day inflatables provided much energy and fun, Year 7 
coming back into a ‘normal’ school day did a great deal for their 
school integration, seeing the faces of our PTFA talk about the Ok-
toberfest to end all Oktoberfest’s showed parental support was 

primed, and the removal of face-masks was met with cautious optimism.  

We are very much a school that places a high emphasis on students doing well in their exam results, but we also place great stock 
of fun and laughter. Admittedly, there wasn’t rip-roaring laughter this term but there was at least a faint but growing smile. :-) 

Perhaps the biggest deal of the term was the culmination of the Teacher Assessed Grades which saw Year 11 and Year 13 exam 
results determined by teacher judgement. The trepidation after the DfE’s “mutant algorithm” was still fresh in minds, press 
reports of parents arming up with lawyers to challenge every grade meant communication of processes were vital, and govern-
ment statements and last-minute changes brought much gnashing of teeth. However, we felt as we ended the term that we had 
been scrupulously fair, had avoided the huge inflation that was mooted, and that we could look every9one squarely in the eye 
and say we had done the right thing on every grade. 

Truth be told, we’d much rather have had exams. We were measured on sending children home when COVID cases bit, meaning 
we had high levels of attendance, and felt our exam cohorts would have performed strongly. Even so, it is clear there was no 
other option than what the government opted for - regardless of whether grades go through the roof or not. 

Most exam results are simply a passport to the next stage. The GCSEs get a student into Sixth Form, or onto an apprenticeship, 
but success there will be short-loved if the teenager does not perform. It is not about giving every child a top grade, but it is 
about making sure they are not impaired by guesswork grades based on what students got in previous years. The doors of oppor-
tunity should not be closed to meet DfE benchmarks, but going through that door and thriving in the room needs more than that 
initial grade. Similarly, it is foolish for a school to give grades that set a child up to fail in their next stage, but it would be wholly 
wrong to slam shut a career route to ensure 9-4 levels don’t go above national averages. 

The passport idea means that as (hopefully) COVID dissipates and results likely go back to previous levels the playing field will 
level out. It is not as if A-Level results are scrutinised so much once a degree, apprenticeship, or work experience are in place. 
This year’s student should not be disadvantaged by circumstances, and even if some do get too high grades, it is unlikely in the 
long-term this will hamper those who follow. Of course, a journalist or a politician may make scandalised headlines but eventual ly 
some world story will knock them off the front page and we can solely focus on the day job rather than having to keep one eye 
on what knee-jerk reaction is on the horizon. 

Anyhow, thoughts now turn to the Summer Holiday, though in school with the whole-school re-wire continuing at full speed, a 
rapid turnaround on a big Sixth For extension, on-going roof work, three new Science laboratories, new outside lighting, a new 
security system, and more besides, there won’t be much time for a break. Even so, many of us seem to be holidaying in the UK 
this Summer so let’s hope the weather matches the season. We all deserve a break after a pretty miserable school year and if we 
see a few more freckles and a healthier glow in September then that will be a welcome sight as we go again in 2021-2022. 
 
Have a great summer. 
 
Matt Allman, Headteacher  



Is-

Darwin House won the House Independent Learning Challenge 
Quiz courtesy of 7D2, narrowly squeezing out Seward House. 
The winning quiz team consisted of Noah Wade and Tara Larsen 
who earned their tutor group 50 House Points. 
 
7S2 took second place, with Johnson and Garrick tied for third 
position. 
 
KS3 tutor groups entered the competition which saw students 
using their independent research skills to study dementia. This 
was to coincide with ‘Dementia Awareness’ Focus Week. 
 
Students had two weeks to research and prepare. Year 7 were 
chosen at random as the nominated year group. S2, D2, J2 and 
G2 were then pulled out of a hat to represent each House in the 
quiz. 

Independent Learning Quiz 

As part of our Raising Aspirations Programme, we were delighted 
to welcome The British Army into school. 
 
The careers talk delivered in partnership with the Mercian              
Regiment explained about careers in the armed forces. The          
soldiers delivered factual, educational information including their 
own personal career pathways and the many tours that their 
careers had took them on. 
 
This has given our students who had expressed an interested in 
this field the opportunity to get a feel for how well equipped the 
Mercian Regiment are. Through this unique insight, students have 
developed their knowledge about the wider careers in this area 
and further education opportunities in the armed forces. 

The Mercian Regiment 

As a school we encourage students to look for amazing              
opportunities both home and abroad and our extensive field 
trips and careers programme is all part of this. 
 
We were delighted this week to catch up with Taine Garner, a 
former student, who has gained a football-related scholarship to 
study for a Psychology Degree at the North-East Texas                
Community College in the USA. 
 
Taine departs in August and dropped of a signed Eagles               
billboard poster as he progresses into the American soccer 
leagues. 

Former Student Off to Study in Texas 
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Events at The Friary School... 



Is-

The return of some normality for sports teams at school and our Year 8 Friary 
boys led the way by playing a COVID trial cricket fixture. 
 
Friary batted first and saw captain Matthew Allen and Josh Douglas-Boisson 
take to the crease. Both started positively and kept rotating the strike well. 
Josh fell to a great catch for 14 runs and this brought Reece Pike to the 
crease who added more to our score. Matt Allen retired on a well fought 23             
including two excellent 4s. Sean Whillis and Harry Battams earned some 
valuable late runs to finish our innings on 100/2. 
 
Then the attentions turned to bowling for our team. Jonathon George and 
Isaac Minihane opened the bowling and kept the runs down. An excellent 
double wicket maiden from Jono George was the highlight of our bowling 
performance. He was backed up superbly by Oliver Foley (1 wicket), Joe 
Ward (1 wicket), Elliott Ball, Adam Turley, Sean Whillis and Hector Nottage 
and their efforts saw Netherstowe fall 17 runs short. 
 
Final score - Friary 100/2 - Nether Stowe 83/4 

COVID Y8 Cricket - Friary vs Netherstowe  

Duke of Edinburgh Award Expedition 

After starting the scheme in September 2019, and battling through 
multiple COVID-related delays, we were delighted to see our Year 11 
students head off to complete their expedition for their Duke of       
Edinburgh Award Scheme. 
 
The group of ten who stuck with it took on two full days in the adapted 
programme. 
 
The first day saw the groups navigate successfully and they all              
managed to get through each checkpoint - despite a couple of wrong 
turns they managed to keep themselves back on track. 
 
The second day saw lessons learnt and all made it back in good time 
for parent pick-ups. 
 
Elsewhere, our Year 10s also completed their Bronze Award. 

We saw over 180 Year 9 and Year 10 students attend our Saturday 
School programme which was part of our COVID recovery curriculum. 
 
The Saturday morning sessions included Year 10 GCSE History stu-
dents undertaking revision and skills work. Elsewhere, the Year 9 
French sessions gave all those students taking GCSE French from next 
school year a confidence boost with a rallying cry that there was 
absolutely no reason they were not going to be a huge success in the 
subject. 

Saturday School 
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‘Is This OK’ is a free, anonymous and confidential service which brings 
trained professionals together to provide support to young people 
through a chat service. 
 
The programme has been in place since 2019 and all advice and support 
can be accessed without even giving g a real name. Students can           
enquire for guidance for themselves or to raise concerns about their 
friends. 

As part of our work to push the importance of care for our                      
environment, our Science Department worked on celebrating National 
Tree Week earlier in the year. 
 
National Tree Week is the UK’s largest annual tree celebration, marking 
the start of the winter tree planting season (November to March each 
year). The Tree Council, one of the UK’s leading charities for trees, first 
established National Tree Week in March 1975 in response to the 
national replanting required after the outbreak of Dutch Elm disease. 
 
As part of the project we got in touch with The Tree Council (Orchards 
for Schools) and they send us some saplings to plant on the school site. 
Consequently, students took out their shovels, compost and saplings to 
plant them in a secluded corner of the site where they are sheltered 
and will hopefully thrive. 

National Tree Week 

The Interact Club - in association with the Lichfield St Chad Rotary Club 
- held a bake sale in the Sixth Form Centre across break and lunch to 
raise money for Teenage Cancer Trust, the group’s chosen charity for 
this year. 
 
The bake sale raised much needed funds for good causes in a time 
when fundraising for charities has been challenging due to the               
pandemic. 
 
Lucy Stothert, Charities Coordinator, said: “It was great to see so many 
cakes purchased knowing that the money raised would be helping lots 
of young people.” 

Interact Club Cake Sale 
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Free Young Person Chat Service 



 
 

COVID Measures for September 
 

We will all have different views on what COVID 
measures have been required and this will not change 
in September. We have found parents have ranged 
from total COVID deniers to others who have elected 
to home educate their child rather than let them leave 
the house. Dealing with polar opposites means you 
cannot please all of the people all of the time but as 
ever we keep trying. 
 

We are expecting DfE guidance to remain ever-
changing through the Summer and past experience 
tells us there is a likelihood that a big spanner will be 
thrown into the works a couple of days before the 
new term begins. 
 

Our plans at present are to wait for our Health & 
Safety provider to guide us with their risk assessments 
and then put the arrangements in place as we head 
into the September opening.  
 

Certainly, some COVID arrangements will stay in place 
regardless. The one way system will carry on, hand 
sanitisers and hand-washing will still be encouraged, 
staggered lunch access will continue. All students will 
be briefed on this when they return. 
 

Amazingly, the end of term saw legal papers arrive 
from a family laying personal liability on the 
Headteacher if their child is forced to have a vaccine. 
There is no sign of this happening - though vaccines 
may come in for children - but we would consider 
parental approval essential for this. If the situation 
changes, then rest assured we’ll tell you. 
 

Staggered Canteen Access 
 

The new school year will see the staggered canteen  
access continue so forward planning is needed: 
 

Lunch 1 (11.05-11.30am) - Years 10 & 11 have access to 
the canteen. 
 

Lunch 2 (12.30-1.05pm) -  Years 7, 8 & 9 have access to 
the canteen. 
 

Sixth Formers can access both as per last year. Students 
need to plan their slot and consider when and what 
they will be eating through the day. 

Staggered Return to School 
 

Unfortunately, the DfE direction to test children before 
they return to school in September means we have to 
operate with a staggered return to school in the new 
term. 
 

Wednesday 1 September: 
Sixth Formers come in for their COVID test between 
12.00-3.00pm. 
 

Thursday 2 September: 
Year 7 come in between 9.15am-3.05pm. 
Sixth Formers come in between 2.00-3.05pm. 
 

Friday 3 September: 
Year 10 & 11 come in for a normal school day. 
 

Monday 6 September: 
Year 8 & 9 come in for a normal school day. 
 
COVID tests will run through the first and second week. 
Consent is taken from the previous agreement - though 

Friary 
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PTFA Involvement 
 

A child’s academic and personal success relies on 
many factors but having parents and schools work-
ing together has to be high up their in terms of 
importance. 
 

The Friary PTFA have an amazing track record in 
supporting the school and in recent years have 
consistently raised around £15,000 per year for 
school projects including minibuses, computers, 
extensions, etc. Even during COVID times they have 
been very active with online raffles, Bags2School 
and more besides. 
 

A full programme of events is planned for the new 
school year and your involvement in this great team 
is welcome. If you want more details email 
office@friaryschool.co.uk and title the message 
‘PTFA Info’. Your support is vital in securing school 
success for our child. 

Summer Site Improvements 
 

The Summer sees site work go at full throttle as it is 
our best time to uid0ate the school site. 
 

This summer will see further electrical work, 3 new 
Science labs, a huge Sixth Form extension, more new 
roofing, motion-sensor lighting, widespread redeco-
ration, and a whole list of remedial work. 
 

There will be lots to impress students on their re-
turn. We firmly believe that a smart environment 
helps with focus, positivity and engagement.  
 

Now to get cracking on it... 

Uniform Uniform 
 

We have yet to meet a parent who does not want to 
see high standards of behaviour in school and we can 
promise you that high standards of uniform play a 
big part in securing this. 
 

To be frank, uniform was somewhat ragged last year, 
largely through COVID seeing PE kit being worn to 
avoid changing rooms, but for us it is vital that we 
get off on the right foot on this in September. 
 

This means we will be relying on parents to help us 
to help their child get off to a good start in a critical 
catch-up year. 
 

The school uniform has not changed and full details 
are available on the school website: 
www.friaryschool.com/uniform. 
 

The uniform rules are very clear but to clarify some 
key points: 
 

* Black trainers are permitted as long as they are 
100% black and are not heeled or built-up. 
* Earrings must be single studs and only one per ear. 
* No facial piercings can be worn. (We are not inter-
ested in having to be worn to avoid healing up - get it 
done in early summer and/or wear clear retainers). 
* No nail varnish outside of neutral shades and no 
nail extensions. 
* PE kit reverts back to being changed into in school. 
 

If we could choose between lengthy discussions 
about uniform or spending that time on helping 
children with COVID catch-up then we’d choose the 
latter. 
 

Help us to help your and other children - it is the only 
sensible choice. 

NEWS 
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Is-

The Year 12 Geography and Biology groups enjoyed a visit from                   
ex-Friary student Holly Eggington. 
 
Since leaving The Friary, Holly has achieved a first class honours degree 
in Medical Sciences at the University of Oxford. She is now a Cancer 
Science DPhil student, a medical student and a tutor in Medical                
Genetics at St. Anne’s college, Oxford. A DPhil (Doctor of Philosophy) is 
the Oxford equivalent of a PhD. To achieve this prestigious                       
qualification, Holly is carrying out advanced research within her field of 
expertise. 
 
Holly gave a talk about her ground-breaking research into stem cells 
and different cell compartment intersections in the treatment of  
colorectal cancer. She explained how the prevalence of colorectal 
cancer links to lifestyle and environmental factors. She also gave us a 
unique insight into the funding of new medical research. Holly’s work 
and the information that she shared ties in with both the Geography 
and Biology A-Level exam specifications. 

Oxbridge & Medical Research Talk 

Employability Workshop 

The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) delivered the 
first of a series of workshops to a group of Year 8 boys in 
school on 17th June. 
 
These interactive workshops are designed to develop            
employability skills. They focus on areas such as: wellbeing 
and confidence, debunking terminology, team working, 
active listening and positive behaviours for work. 
 
The Raising Aspirations Programme, overseen by Mrs Cain 
(Assistant Headteacher) and Mrs Banks (Aspirations               
Programme and Career Provisions Coordinator), ensures that 
support for future destinations and employability runs 
throughout the curriculum. 
 
This is just one of a wide range of activities which run all the 
way through the school. Although the Raising Aspirations 
Programme as a whole encompasses all students, this             
particular workshop overlaps strongly with a focus on raising 
boys’ achievement. There is a national discrepancy between 
the achievement of boys and girls; whilst this gap is much 
narrower at The Friary, there is no complacency over raising 
boys’ aspirations. Over 70 boys across the school currently 
participate in a variety of specifically targeted interventions 
including external mentoring, reading and literacy                       
interventions, university summer schools and ‘outward 
bound’ provision. 
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We have again managed to score success in the Rotary Photography 
Competitions which builds on previous awards in recent years. 

This year’s theme was ‘Wild Nature’ and each entrant had to send in 
three images with a written statement explaining their interpretation 
of their photo. Each first place winner received a cash prize and have 
their work go through to the next round covering the whole of 
Staffordshire. 

In the Senior category we saw Rowan Wilson’s (9S2) ‘Brook’ take first 
place with the judges’ feedback saying: “The low angle gives a strong 
impression of the flowing water in the brook, and a shallow depth of 
field means the background is not sharply in focus, which brings our 
attention on to the area of water that is in the narrow band of sharp 
focus. A good well thought out photograph.” Elsewhere, Kieran            
Bennett (9J1) took third place. 

In the intermediate category, Oliver Bridges’ (7J1) landscape was 
awarded the first prize and the judges’ feedback said: “A striking land-
scape image with vibrant colours and strong contrast. Placing the 
horizon at the bottom third emphasises the bold blue sky and is a good 
composition. This photograph would look great as a framed print on a 
wall.” 

Others awarded included a second place for Alex Meredith (7S1) and 
third place went to Isabelle Webb (7D1). 

Rotary Photography Competition  

Paris St Germain v Olympique Marseilles 

Year 9 boys took part in one of the world’s most famous 
football derbies as they emulated ‘Le Classique’ between 
Paris St. Germain (PSG) and Olympique de Marseille (OM). 

Supported by some of the school’s Year 12s taking Level 3 
Sport in our Sixth Form, 23 boys from Year 9 played two 
matches in an hour-long after-school session. PSG eventually 
came out on top, and the boys enjoyed a thrilling penalty 
shoot-out to decide the final game which had ended in a 2-2 
draw. 

Highlights included a superb brace scored by Kylian Mbappé 
(Tommy Roberts) and a pile-driver from Mauro Icardi (Harvey 
Short) in a 4-3 win for PSG against a determined OM side. 

However, OM had better luck after the break with Steve 
Mandanda (Fin Alderson) making some great saves between 
the sticks and Dimitri Payet (Ewan Hurcombe) running hard 
in midfield. Payet later scored an outstanding penalty giving 
the keeper no chance as it went in off the bar. 

The event, designed to promote boys’ engagement with the 
French language, was part of the school’s COVID recovery 
curriculum following the disruption experienced by students 
from the Coronavirus lockdowns. 
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Our Geography Department ran a Year 7 GIS study session after school. 
GIS stands for Geographical Information Systems. These are digital 
maps with layers of information. They are used for websites, sat navs 
and for the emergency services. 
 
During the session, students gathered information to answer the 
question: How does the quality of the environment vary across our 
school site ? The group used the Survey123 app to move around the 
school grounds and use their mobile phones to gather georeferenced 
data. Back in the computer room, they imported and merged their 
data using ArcGIS software. This allowed them to map their results and 
reach some conclusions. They found that: 
 
* Overall, our school site has a high environmental quality. 
 

* We gave particularly high scores to our large playing field with rural 
views. 
 

* Mrs Brickett’s Gardening Club have improved the open space be-
tween the W rooms and the Science rooms. 
 

* Even our areas of concrete have green borders! 
 
The Friary’s Year 12 Geography class were also at the session. They 
were on hand to guide the younger students through this high-level 
task. They will be using the GIS software for their NEA coursework. 

GIS Geography Session 

Y12 UCAS Workshop 

Year 12 participated in a workshop morning which explored the 
UCAS application process and the many opportunities afforded to 
them through higher education, training or employment. It was a 
great success. 
 
Students visited three separate workshops on rotation which 
comprised of: 
 
* Walking-Talking UCAS Application Process 
*  Unifrog & Student Finance Research 
* Personal Statement & CV Writing. 
 
With some students understandably yet to decide upon which 
path they wish to take, this workshop proved to be invaluable in 
helping inform them about the different ways to access higher 
education and what the process of application involves. 
 
Elsewhere, part of the workshop involved representatives from 
De Montfort University, who explained to students how to write 
an effective personal statement and CV to support their future 
applications. It is this personal statement and CV writing that 
students will be supported with drafting throughout the                
remainder of this summer term. 
 
All workshop sessions were followed up with physical and             
electronic resources that students are now able to take away and 
use as they embark upon the journey of researching further. 
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